Introduction
Thanks to the improvements in mechanical technology, it is currently possible to design robotic platforms that are increasingly similar to humans Kaneko, 2004; Kuffner et al., 2005) . However, the increasing robot complexity (i.e. presence of many degrees of freedom, non linear actuation and complex geometries), requires more sophisticated control models and heavier computational burden. The development of humanoid robot is a very relevant issue in robotic research especially when one considers the challenges related to the actual implementation of a humanoid robot both in terms of mechanics and control system. However these research efforts are justified considering that, an actual humanoid robot is regarded as a fundamental tool for neuroscience and, at the same time, neuroscience can be exploited as an alternative control solution for the design of humanoid robots (Kawato, 2000) . In this chapter, the neurophysiological models for gaze (i.e. the line of sight) shift control will be discussed and their implementation on a head robotic platform is presented. In particular the rapid movement of the gaze and the issues related to the eye-head coordination were investigated from neurophysiologic and robotics points of view. In neurophysiology the rapid movement of the gaze is known as saccadic. This movements are also classified either as head-restrained visual orienting movement or head-free visual orienting movement (Barnes, 1979; Bizzi et al., 1971; Bizzi, 1972; Guitton andVolle 1987; Guitton, 1992; Goossens and Van Opstal 1997) . The neurophysiologic models that will be discussed here are the visual mapping of superior colliculus and the independent gaze control model presented by Goossens and colleagues for the eye-head coordinated motion (Goossens & Van Opstal, 1997) . In the case of visual colliculus mapping, the input is a visual image that is mapped from camera image to the superior colliculus. Conversely, for the gaze model control, the input data are the two angular deviations (i.e. horizontal and vertical) that may be used to define the gaze shift amplitude and the movement orientation. The eye-head saccadic model presented here derives from the one proposed by Goossens and Van Opstal with the aim of controlling both the eye and head movements. The experimental setup was designed to test two typologies of results. One is the capability of reproducing the human behaviour both in terms of movement and velocity profile (i.e. velocity peak and movement duration for eye, head and gaze related to the displacement). Secondly, stability and response time have been measured in order to assess the ability of the model to control a redundant robotic platform. The reported results show that, the visual target is properly achieved and its stability is maintained with low residual oscillation. Some limits have been noted in the beginning of the head movement when the amplitude of the movement is small. However, the obtained results are similar to humans (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997) . We are aware that higher repeatability and accuracy may be achieved by using the traditional control; however the residual errors of movements are lower or equal to those reported in neurophysiologic studies. Moreover, the impressive human like appearance of the motion obtained with this model can encourage its use in the design of more "social robot". Future work could include the implementation of a dynamic model and the inclusion of an automatic learning phase of models gains.
Physiological models
The objective of studying physiological behaviour is to formulate a model description of the target -black-box model -(defined as G(s) , where s is the Laplace variable). This is a classic model identification problem. Usually, a general physiological system is composed of many sub-models interacting with each other. Therefore, in order to be able to identify and exploit a particular sub-model, it needs to be isolated. The physiological models can be divided in two main categories: qualitative, and quantitative. The qualitative models, often formulated by biologists, provide a description of the model behaviour by means of input-output relations. Conversely, the quantitative models provide the mathematical formulations of the physiologic model. In this case, the system can be simulated and tested. Finally, real data can be compared with results in order to assess the ability of the model to describe the real system. In recent years, the increasing computational power allows the simulation of more complex mathematical models, giving rise to more effective investigations. Accordingly, mechanical and electronic improvements have given the opportunity of building robotic platforms more similar to biological systems. Therefore, in these days we assist the birth of a new area research at the bridge of robotics and neuroscience. Its main goal is to use real robotic platforms to (1) validate the investigated model, and (2) use the proposed model to control a complex and redundant platform. The latter, can be used as an alternative way to the traditional control approach. The classical control theory gives the possibility of being more accurate when the problem is mathematically identified. Indeed, the physiological approach is less accurate and repeatable. However, the particularity of physiological approach is the capability of generalizing and controlling a system with slow sensory response. Many physiological studies suggested that prediction is used in many tests for compensating slow sensory response (Wolpert and Kawato 1998) .
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There are two types of control based prediction:
• using motor commands to achieve a desired output; • predicting the output obtained from the given motor command. In the first case, the input of the prediction model is the desired task output, and it provides the motor commands required to accomplish the task. In this case, the prediction is made by identification of the inverse system model (
In the second case, the input is the motor commands, and the prediction model provides the future output of the system.
In this case the prediction is made by identifying the model of the system: (s) Ĝ .
Investigation of such problems is inherently complex hence a multidisciplinary group is fundamental; this should include biologists, physiologists, neuroscientists and engineers.
Ocular movements
In human as in primates, vision is based on images with a space-variant resolution. The photosensitive area of the eye is characterized by a non-uniform density of photo receptors (Green, 1970) . The central part of the retina within 5 deg, is known as fovea, which has much higher resolution than the periphery. Thus, the target object needs to fall within the fovea. This implies the execution of many movements in eyes and head but in general also torso and limbs. The peripheral part has a resolution good enough to perceive visual stimuli, and the low quantity of information allows fast processing and especially fast visual-motor reaction. Both, the two eyes and the head compose the vision system. The gaze is defined as the eye position relative an external or spatial frame of reference. How the brain transforms two-dimensional visual signals into multi-dimensional motor commands, and subsequently how it constrains the redundant degrees of freedom, are fundamental problems in sensory-motor control. The common ocular movements are the following that are controlled by different part of the brain (Henn, 1993) .
• Microsaccades: they are small, jerk-like, involuntary eye movements, similar to miniature versions of voluntary saccade.
• Vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR): is a reflex eye movement that stabilizes images on the retina during head movement, by producing an eye movement in the opposite direction of the head movement, thus preserving the image on the center of the visual field. It is a very reactive movement, with a latency (time between the head and the eye movement) of only 14 ms, guided by the vestibular system response, which detects head motion and posture. The VOR does not depend on the visual input and works even in total darkness or when the eyes are closed. It is considered as slow movement.
•
Optokinetic reflex (OKR): allows the eyes to follow objects in motion when the head remains stationary (and thus the VOR is not elicited) and it is activated when the image of the world slips on a large part of the retina; this reflex is based on the visual information and the latency is longer (100-150 ms) than in the VOR.
Saccadic movements: are fast, ballistic, simultaneous movements of both eyes in the same direction. They can reach 800 -1000 •/s, in a time of 30-120 ms (Bahill et al., 1975; Baloh et al., 1975 );
• Smooth pursuit: is the ability of the eyes to smoothly follow a moving object. It is a slow movement.
Vergence movement: is the simultaneous movement of both eyes in opposite directions to obtain or maintain single binocular vision. It is slower and can take up to 1s. All movements of the eyes are in the same direction. Only the vergence makes an opposite movement of the eyes. With regard to the neck, human motion is pretty complex, but three main movements can be identified :
• Flexion/extension (i.e., ventral or dorsal flexion of the neck).
Lateral bending (i.e., right and left flexion of the neck).
Axial rotation (i.e., right and left rotation of the neck on the vertical axis). Table 1 reports data on performance of human eye and neck movement, in terms of ranges of motion of cervical spine segments (ROM), maximum speed (VMax) and maximum acceleration (AMax) (Zatsiorsky, 1998) . 
Gaze movements
The saccadic and head-eye saccadic movement can be driven by different stimuli: visual, auditory, tactile or olfactory. The stimulus coordinates need to be converted in the retina reference system. In the case of visual stimulus, the retinal error drives the movements. The main problem is how the saccadic system maps from two-dimensional (2-D) of retinal target error in to 3-D rotation of the eye and head. Indeed, the eye has 3 degree of freedom (DOFs) and another 3 DOFs for the head (excluding head translational movements). Therefore, the mapping is from 2-D to 9-D and it must preserve eyes and head mechanical constrains. The most important constrain is that the eye-in-head must obey Listing law (Radau et al., 1994) and the head-on-torso must obey Donders law (Radau et al., 1994) . However there is a problem of redundancy that the brain solves in slightly different ways for the eyes and the head (Bernstein, 1967; Crawford et al., 2003) . If the target is indicated with T, the craniocentric error is Th, spatial error Ts and oculocentric error Te. The eye displacement is Te=Th-E. Two main approaches are followed to investigate the gaze control model:
1. head-restrained visual orienting movements: eye saccadic movements; 2. head-free visual orienting movements: eye-head saccadic movements;
Actually, the movement is more complex because also the torso and limbs interact with the movement. This kind of control is obtained by transforming position into motor activation (in time) which is a function of time. This is the so called spatio-temporal transformation (STT) (Sparks, 2002) .
Head-restrained visual orienting movements: saccadic movements.
When the head is fixed, the gaze is performed by rapid eye movements that can be accurately predicted, if the amplitude and direction are known, in term of duration and peak velocity (Bahill et al., 1975; Baloh, 1975) . The relationship between duration and saccadic magnitude is linear (VanGisberg and Johnson, 1984) . The latency saccadic period depends on the stimulus (source and intensity Bell et al. 2006) . Moreover, when this criterion is not respected, often a neuromechanical deficit is present (Westheimer and Brail, 1973; Zee et al., 1976) .
Equation ( 1) shows the relation between eye velocity and eye amplitude where V is the maximum velocity, x the saccadic amplitude α and β are the parameters of the exponential model which can be calculate as the minimum of the square error between the model and the data Collewijn et al., 1988 ). An example of saccadic movement is shows in Fig. 2 Many saccadic models have been proposed with the aim of understanding how a more simple system acts, e.g. an eye, in order to understand how a more complex system (e.g. a limb, which use multiple joints and operate with varying loads) is controlled. The saccadic system is under a continuous feedback control. The main question is what the source of the feedback is. Cannot be visual because the retina signal is too slow compared to the saccadic dynamics. Many hypothesis and many models have been formulated (Robinson, 1975) . Many parts of the brain are involved in transforming the visuo-information provided by the retina in to the motor-neuron activation (STT). The main problem is to understand which the control strategy is; whether it is feed-back or feed-forward based, considering that the movement is very fast and the signal transmission is slow. One of the first models formulated by Robinson (Robinson, 1975) supposes that the saccadic movements work as non ballistic systems actuated by a feed-back loop. The feed-back is based on an efferent copy of the output of the saccadic burst generator, which is able to performance of on-flying correction of the trajectory. Van Gisbergen and colleagues (Gisbergen et al., 1985) studied the dynamic of oblique saccades. They proposed that, in order to obtain a straight trajectory, the times needed to complete the two components of the movements are identical. Tweed and Vilis (Tweed and Vills, 1985) extended the previous model by introducing of different gain constants for horizontal and vertical saccades, due to the probably different 3 rd order dynamics of the eye muscles. In this model, it may be possible to have different dynamic calibration. Grossberg and Kuperstein (Grossberg and Kuperstein, 1986) , expanded the models of Robinson and colleagues by introducing a neural network model to actuate the antagonist eye muscles in the horizontal plane, instead of classic control approach.
Head-free visual orienting movements: head-saccadic movements.
When the gaze shift becomes large, the eye and the head work together. The oculomotor systems transformation the object position into target reference system and then in head reference system (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997; Freedman and Sparks, 2000) . Many models of these transformations were formulated. Bizzi and colleagues (Bizzi et al. 1971 , Bizzi et al. 1972 proposed the so-called oculocentric hypothesis. According to this model, the head-free gaze is like the head-fixed gaze, independently of the occurrence and size of the concomitant head movement. The vestibuloocular reflex (VOR) is switched-off, and cancels any contribution of the head to the gaze. Several experiments showed that the VOR is more or less switched-off during saccades (Laurutis and Robinson, 1986; Pelisson et al., 1988; Lefevre et al. 1992) . Further experiments validated this hypothesis for gaze shifts smaller than 10 degrees. Differently from the head-fixed, in which the hypothesis of eye movements with local feedback of current position is accepted (Robinson, 1975) , in the head-free model, it is supposed that the gaze motor-error drive the oculomotor system. According to this so called gaze feed-back hypothesis, the gaze saccades can be maintained even if the VOR is suppressed during the movement. The main question is what is the source of the feedback? As described in Fig. 3 two hypotheses are being explored. In the first hypothesis the gaze error, after decomposition in eye-error and head-error drives both, eye and head ( Fig. 3-A ) (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997) . Differently in the second architecture, there exists only a local feedback of the eye-position whereas the head act in open loop (Fig. 3-B ) (Freedman and Sparks, 2000; Freedman and Sparks, 1997) . Fig. 3 . Two main hypothesis of gaze control architecture. A. The gaze error, after decomposition, drives both eye and head (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997) . B. After gaze displacement decomposition, a local feedback is present only in the eye. To identify the action of the feedback, several tests with external disturbance have been made (Freedman and Sparks, 2000) . In both architecture (A-B) the system is robust to external disturbance.
Note that, in B architecture, the external disturbance is compensated making use of head and neck reflexes.
4.3.The collicular mapping of the visual field
Many models of collicular mapping have been proposed (see review of Girard and Berthoz 2005) .
A critical structure in the gaze control circuitry is the superior colliculus of the midbrain. Indeed its deeper layers contain a retinotopically organized motor map in which each site is thought to encode a specific gaze saccade vector. The way in which the mapping of the visual field occurs onto the SC was experimentally measured in primates by Robinson (Robinson, 1972) and subsequently mathematically modeled by Ottes and colleagues (Ottes et al., 1986 ). The equations introduced in (Ottes et al., 1986) for mapping the retinotopic coordinates ( θ
of the colliculus are:
Where a = 3 deg, X B 1.4 mm and Y B = 1.8 mm. The expression of this mapping is rather complicated but it may be reformulated using complex logarithm in the following form:
where and represent respectively the azimuth and the elevation of the saccade The two right half sides of the retinas of the two eyes are projected onto the right SC, in the right side of the brain, while the two left half sides of the retinas of the two eyes are projected on the left SC. Equation ( 3) has been use for collicular mapping software implementation.
Robotics application of gaze control
Eyes provide the ability to perceive and interact in unconstrained dynamics environments. This capability has been investigated in robotics as active vision. Several new researches have born to deep investigate this capability. Many robotics applications have the scope to implement only fast eye movements useful for industrial applications and commercial vision systems. In this case relevant are the mechanical performance and the very fast control loop able to perform very fast movements. From the viewpoint of social interaction, the robot has to give more social acceptability (Shibata, 2004 ).
Takanishi Lab of Waseda University, have developed a humanoid robot -WE-3RII -to mimic facial expressions, and saccadic movements have been implemented, with the same delay of human ones, with the purpose to facilitate social interaction (Takanishi et al., 1999) . Instead, studying the modeling and validation of neurophysiological models gives two possibilities: to understand how the models are correctly implemented and how it can be possible to control a robotic platform. Clark and colleagues (Clark, 1998) have implemented, in a simple pan-tilt camera, a spatial attention mechanism with related saccadic camera motion. They have implemented a non programmed saccadic movement based on the pattern activity of the attention mechanism, based on winner-take-all model. Ferrell (Ferrell, 1996) has implemented a saccadic system based on Self Organizing Maps (SOM) on the Cog platform (Brooks et al., 1999) . By using feedback error-learning (model formulated by Kawato (Kawato et al., 1987) ) Bruske and colleagues (Bruske et al., 1997) have proposed an adaptive saccade model for a 4 DOFs binocular camera head. The goal was not to emphasize the biological model, but to improve a real-time architecture based on a small neural network. Panarei and colleagues have implemented image stabilization by using a bioinspired solution. It was implemented by using two sensors, inertial and visual (like vestibular and optokinetic in nature). The relations between sensors and system control are obtained by the process of learning of a neural network. Berthouze and Kunihoshi (Berthouze & Kuniyoshi, 1998) have demonstrated the learning by neural network of sensory-motor coordination (i.e. VOR and OKR) by a 4 DOFs robot head. Manfredi and colleagues (Manfredi et al., 2006) have implemented an eye-saccadic model in an anthropomorphic robotic head. The model has been implemented in the robot in order to validate it. Preliminary experiments on eye-head coordination models were already performed by Maini and colleagues ) on a anthropomorphic robotic head. Many works have not remarked the robotic implementation, which contribute for investigating the validity of the implemented model. The main issue is how the robotic platform can be used to validate the neurophysiological model. Often, a simulation is not complete enough to investigate the real behaviour of the studied model. In many cases, the robotic platform is non adequate because it has less DOFs or less performance respect to the real biological platform. In the present work two main points are emphasized: (1) the performances of the robotic head ) in terms of dynamics are quite similar to human data available from literature (Zatsiorsky, 1998) ; in this way it is possible to duplicate the neurophysiological models; (2) investigating the validity of the proposed model (according to 2-D independent gaze control hypothesis formulated by Goossen and Van Opstal (Goossens & Van Opstal, 1997)) to control a redundant robotic platform and to obtain results comparable to literature data.
6.Experimental Validation

6.1.Overall system
Fig. 5 represents the overall system architecture. The fast gaze shifts were evoked by presenting a visual stimuli to the robot that executed the task according to the following step: selection and detection of the color of interest; mapping of the image onto the collicular; estimation of the stimulus center of mass. The elevation and the azimuth of the stimulus were then passed to the eye-head coordination model that generated a velocity profile with a sampling time of 3 ms.
. Fig. 5 . Overall system architecture. After traditional color edge detection, the selected target is mapped in the superior colliculus. Then, the centre of mass of the mapped stimulus is detected and, it is send to the eye-head model which provides the velocity profile. The communication protocol is the TCP/IP. On the robotic head platform, the server application receives the data with a sample time of 3 ms.
www.intechopen.com 6.2.The robotic platform and the vision system. The robotic platform used for validating the system has been composed of 7 DOFs (Fig. 6) . It is composed of two parts: a neck and a head. The neck has 4 DOFs respectfully 2 in the lower part (roll and lower-pitch) and last two in the upper part (upper pitch and yaw). The head has 3 DOFs, 1 common for the two eyes (pitch) and the last, one for each eye (yaw left and right). All the system has been controlled by an embedded PC where a server application has been implemented. The main characteristics of this hardware are the capability to perform the dynamics quite similar of human head. The robotic head performances are show in Table 2 . Fig. 6 . Robotic platform composed of 7 DOFs. The neck has 4DOFs, two in the lower part (roll and lower-pitch) and two on the upper part (upper-pitch and yaw). The eyes have 3 DOFs, one common pitch and 1 yaw for each eye. Each eye has one commercial USB webcam, with the resolution of 640x480 pixel and 30 frame per second. The robot is controlled using a PID (proportional, integrative and derivative) implemented in a DSP (Digital Signal Processor) motion controller (MEI 104/DSP-400 by Motion Engineering Inc, USA). Two boards are present, one for 4 axes and another for 3 axes. A software limit switch prevents mechanical injury. The axis control board is connected by PC104 bus in a Pentium IV PC, 3.0 GHz. A server application, implemented in C++, receives and sends the command to control the robotic platform by using TCP/IP protocol. Therefore, the model implemented as client application, can run in the same PC or on other. For more detail refer .
Implementation of the Superior Colliculus mapping
It is worth noticing that, a straight use of this transformation for obtaining the collicular mapping may introduce some relevant ambiguities in real-world applications. Indeed, the CCD cameras have a uniform discrete pixel distribution whereas the equation ( 3) and ( 2) are defined on a continuous domain. Therefore, it is obvious that the logarithmic function will map the discrete points of the retinotopic plane in such a way that will spread the pixels pertaining to the central part of the collicular map. Conversely, in the peripheral part of the collicular map the density of pixels will be increased with a subsequent loss of information. To avoid this problem a void collicular map has been started from and for each pixel in the collicular map has been back-projected the coordinates onto the retinotopic plane making use of the equation ( 3) as reported in (Girard & Berthoz, 2005) . Obviously, the results (as c c Y X , , coordinate in camera reference system) will be, in general, not integer hence with no physical representation on the CCD matrix. To solve this ambiguity we associated to the virtual point c c Y X , an intensity value that was calculated using a weighted interpolation of the surrounding four connected integer pixels. Finally, it has imposed the latter intensity value to the original point of the collicular map and we iterated this procedure for each point on the collicular plane. An example of the resulting well smoothed collicular maps is reported in Fig. 7 . 
Stimulus detection
Visual stimuli are detected in the collicular image, as obtained after collicular mapping, by means of a color-based threshold algorithm. Specifically, the detection of the stimuli is performed with a simple procedure of color recognition based on a target color manually indicated. The procedure makes use of the HSV (hue, saturation and value) color representation, instead of the classical RGB (red, green, blue), in order to improve the robustness with respect to light variations. After the detection of the selected color, the centroid of the object is calculated and the coordinates on the collicular plane are fed to the model, in order to produce the velocity profiles for controlling the motion of the eyes, similarly to what happens in humans. I n F i g . 8 i s a s h o w a n e x a m p l e o f s t i m u l us detected after mapping and before gaze performed and in Fig. 9 after gaze performed. Fig. 1 ). The Sat block is to limit the eye mechanical constrain. Then, the desiderate eye position ( e ) is compared to current eye position and driving the eye as local feedback (as Robinson's local feedback model Robinson1975). Than, it is compared to current eye position. The head velocity, www.intechopen.com provide from SCC, after a partial attenuation ( * h & ), interacts downstream from the eye pulse generator. In our implementation, because robotic platform fixed, the SCC is the actual velocity provided by axis control board. The eye and head movements can be controlled by separate gating mechanisms as possibility to test difference delay likes visual and auditory source. The VOR-Switch block, has been implemented for deep investigate of its role. Until now, it is not clear how the VOR is implicated in the head-saccadic movement. It is know, from literature data, that it is weakened or shut off in the direction of the saccade. But it is not clear if it is shut-off in the direction of the gaze (eye-in-space) or head-in-space or eye-in-head motor error. The model implemented is based as different timing:
The input signal d G Δ drives the system. The onset of the eye and head movement depends as source (Bell et al., 2006) . The time can be defined by setting Pe and Ph delay variables. 2. t=Te+ : the eye starts to move: 3. Fig. 11 Block diagram of the model at the time t=Te+
The eye movement starts onset of Pe block. The system is shown in Fig. 11 .The eye has not received any feedback and it starts to move as open-loop system. The PGe block (eye pulse generator) is activated and provides the eye velocity. This is sent to the robotic platform, and it starts to move according to mechanical dynamics. The eye constrains is defined in Sat block. 4. t>Te : the feedback eye starts: In this phase (see Fig. 12 ), the eye starts to move as eye-saccadic movements according to
Robinsons' local feedback model (Robinson, 1975) . The d G Δ , after saturation block (Sat, according to mechanical constraint), is sent to the PGe block which provides the velocity command to the eye. The eye perform the gaze shifting as own system, without head. In this condition, the eye starts to move according to maximum velocity performance. PGe block has been implemented concerning traditional used model (Becker & Reinhart , 1990) shown in equation (4). The equations ( 4) ( 5), the head has to perform the residual displacement error, until not performed by the eye. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 13 .
6. t>Th : the feedback head starts:
At this stage, the head is already started and the system is going on. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 12 .
In conclusion, the results of the model are strictly dependent on the given gain. Also the low level control (i.e. capability to fix the velocity profile provided by the model) influences the behaviour.
7.Experimental trial
The experiments and the setting of the system gain have been done to imitate the data reported in the Goossens and Van Opstal work (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997) . The experiments were performed by positioning a visual stimulus (i.e. a green ball) in the robot's field of view and by recording (from the encoders) the actual positions of the involved joints. In the starting position, the eyes and the head were aligned. The position of the stimulus was then varied in order to span the entire visual field of the robot. In order to test the effectiveness of the model on a wide spectrum of movements the amplitude of the gaze shifts required to foveate the target was varied from 5 deg up to 35 deg for horizontal saccades. Several different trials were performed for each tested amplitude. The model has been tested (1) to investigate the robot performance and compare them to physiological results and, (2) to test the capability of the model to control a redundant robotic platform using a neurophysiological model. Fig. 10 shows a typical example of headsaccadic movement. In the reported data, the zero time point is calculate from the onset of the Pe delay block. To test the system performance, the following outcome measures were calculated: Timing measures:
Gaze:
• TGS10: time to achieve 10% of final gaze displacement; • duration TGD: time to achieve 90% of final gaze displacement; • delay time TGri: time to achieve 50% of final displacement; • settling time TGst: time to reduce the gaze oscillation below the 5% of the final displacement; • Tg gaze duration: time between the gaze movement onset, TGS10, and the target achievement TGS90. Head:
• THS10: time to achieve 10% of final head displacement; • duration THD: time to achieve 90% of final head displacement; • delay time THri: time to achieve 50% of final displacement; • settling time THst: time to reduce the head oscillation below the 5% of the final displacement; • Th head duration: time between the gaze movement onset, THS10, and the target achievement THS90. Eye:
• TED: time to change the eye velocity sign (eye duration).
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8.Results
The obtained results are shown for horizontals movements in table 4. Fig. 15 shows the main sequence relation for the gaze, eye and head movements.
The main results are shown in Figure 16 , 17. Reported data are intended to investigate to different behaviors:
(1) accordance with the data provided from Goossens and Van Opstal study (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997) ;
(2) capability to control the redundant robotic platform. The first point is discussed in reference to the available data of eye and head coordination as reported by Goossens and Van Opstal study (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997) .
The second point has been tested, using traditional methods: timing response, residual oscillation for eye, head and gaze. Table 3 . Fitting equations of linear and exponential model for peak velocity and duration related to displacement. The eye and gaze data are fitted with exponential equation because the maximal velocity has been achieved. Table 4 . Fitting equations of linear and exponential model for peak velocity and duration related in related to displacement.
Discussion
This work present a robotic implementation of a neurophysiological model of rapid orienting gaze shifts in humans, with the final goal of model parameters validation and tuning. The quantitative assessment of robot performance confirmed a good ability to foveate the target with low residual errors around the desired target position. Furthermore, the ability to maintain the desired position was good and the gaze fixation after the saccadic movement was executed with only few oscillations of the head and eye. This is because the model required a very high dynamic.
Robotic point of view
The head and eye residual oscillations increase linearly with increasing amplitude. In Fig. 16 is evident that the residual gaze oscillation is less than head. This is explained with the compensation introduced by the eye oscillations which compensate the gaze which becomes more stable. We explain these findings by observing that the accelerations required to execute (or stopand-invert) the movement are very high especially for the eye movement. Even if the robotic head was designed to match the human performances (in terms of angle and velocities) in its present configuration it is still not capable produce such accelerations. This is particularly evident for the movement of the eye because the motor has to invert its rotation when the fixation point is first achieved. With respect to the timing of the movement it has been found that the results of the experiments are in close accordance to the data available on humans (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997) . The same conclusion may be drawn for the shapes of the coordinated movement that can be directly compared to the typical examples reported in Fig. 14 . Figure 16 , 17 show that the model is capable of providing inadequate control of the redundant platform. The system response is very fast, due to the robotic head platform design. TGst time take into account the problem of eye-head coordination and the very high acceleration. The head is voluntarily delayed less than 30 millisecond after eye movement, according to human physiology, by means of Ph block (Goossens and Van Opstal ,1997).
Neurophysiological point of view
A typical robotic eye-head movement is shows in Fig. 14 Very similar kinematic profile can be observed in neurophysiological studies on human (CITE CON PROFILI). The model drives the gaze by means of the global error displacement. Therefore, if an external disturbance has been applied, the oculomotor system reacts by compensating the gaze error. The VOR plays an important role for the architecture behaviour. Therefore, a VOR block has been created to build different behaviour inside. The obtained timing is in good accordance with human physiology reported in Goossens. In the presented model, different eye dynamics may be obtained by modification of PGe block. If the head is disabled by shutting off the PGh block, can be also possible to implement an eye-saccadic movement within the head-restrain paradigm. In this case the model is in good accordance with Robinsons' local feedback model (Robinson, 1975) Concerning the relation within peak velocity and gaze amplitude, it may be noted the close similarity between gaze and eye. This is explained with the preponderant role of the eye. Conversely, the head velocity is linear because of the slow response as compared with the eye peak velocity. As for the gaze duration, eye, head and gaze show a linear relation with gaze amplitude. The different duration are explaining with the different dynamic.
The equation (7) shows the relation between peak velocity and displacement both for the gaze and eye. This is in exponential form in which In the first part, below 400 deg/sec, the relation is almost linear, but, for increasing velocity it tends to be saturated for the achieved of limit velocity. The gaze is quite similar to the eye because, in this range, the eye plays the main role in the movements. Conversely for the head, the peak velocity is linear, because the different inertial properties of the head.
Conclusion
In our vision these results encourage the accomplishment of focused experimental trials in which the robot behaviour can help investigate the accuracy of the model (e.g. by varying the loop-gains) -and to possibly revise it -with respect to human behaviour in head-saccade execution.
This work may be considered the first preliminary attempt to reproduce the neurophysiologic model of human gaze control on an actual robotic artifact. However the obtained results are in close agreement with reported results on human's experiments both in terms of peak velocity and gaze duration (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997) . Moreover, from a robotics point of view, this model has proved to perform an adequate control of a redundant robotic platform. Nevertheless we are aware that future research activities should be devoted to the possible improvement and amelioration of the proposed model. Specifically, we envisage two strategic lines of research. On one hand, supplementary research activities should be dedicated to a better understanding on how the VOR interacts with the saccadic movement. Indeed, as already remarked, the VOR is known to be weakened or shut off in the direction of the saccade, but it is not clear if it is shut-off in the direction of the gaze (eye-in-space) or head-in-space or eye-in-head motor error. On the other hand, we remark that the acquisition of coordinated motion of the eye and the head is a developmental issue. For instance, in newborns gaze shifts towards auditory of visual stimuli are absent or improperly accomplished until the development of appropriate strategies which occurs at about 6-9 months of age. This observation leads to the conclusion that -in humans-the model internal parameters should be learned by execution. Accordingly, a possible improvement of the model may include the introduction of adequate artificial neural network for learning the internal model parameters. This may be accomplished -for instance-by minimizing the error existing between actual and target kinematics until convergence of the network.
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